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Exotic quantum phase transitions of strongly interacting topological insulators
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Using determinant quantum Monte Carlo simulations, we demonstrate that an extended Hubbard model on a
bilayer honeycomb lattice has two novel quantum phase transitions. The first is a quantum phase transition between
the weakly interacting gapless Dirac fermion phase and a strongly interacting fully gapped and symmetric trivial
phase, which cannot be described by the standard Gross-Neveu model. The second is a quantum critical point
between a quantum spin Hall insulator with spin Sz conservation and the previously mentioned strongly interacting
fully gapped phase. At the latter quantum critical point the single-particle excitations remain gapped, while spin
and charge gaps both close. We argue that the first quantum phase transition is related to the Z16 classification
of the topological superconductor 3He-B phase with interactions, while the second quantum phase transition is
a topological phase transition described by a bosonic O(4) nonlinear sigma model field theory with a ! term.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay between topology and interactions can lead
to very rich new physics. For bosonic systems, it is understood
that strong interactions can lead to many symmetry-protected
topological (SPT) phases [1,2] that are fundamentally different
from the standard Mott insulator and superfluid phases. In
addition to producing various topological orders, for fermionic
systems strong interactions can also reduce the classification
of free fermion topological insulators and superconductors
[3– 11]. That is, interactions can drive free fermion topological
superconductors to a trivial phase; namely the edge states of
the free fermion topological superconductor can be gapped
out without degeneracy by symmetry-preserving short-range
interactions without going through a bulk quantum phase
transition. The most famous example is the 3He-B topological
superconductor protected by time-reversal symmetry, whose
boundary is described by a (2 + 1)d Majorana fermion χ with
the Hamiltonian H =

!
d2x χ!(iσ z∂x + iσ x ∂y )χ . Without

interactions, 3He-B has a Z classification; therefore for
arbitrary copies of 3He-B, its boundary remains gapless as long
as time-reversal symmetry is preserved [12– 14]. In other words
any fermion-bilinear mass term χ

!
a σ y χb at the boundary would

break the time-reversal symmetry. However, once interactions
are turned on, the classification of 3He-B is reduced to
Z16; i.e., with 16 copies of 3He-B, its boundary can be
gapped out by interactions while preserving the time-reversal
symmetry [9,10]. In other words, the boundary is fully gapped
by interactions with ⟨χ!

a σ y χb⟩ = 0, for a,b = 1 · · · 16.
Although the classification of interacting 3He-B has been

understood, the following question remains: if the interactions
are tuned continuously, can there be a direct second-order
quantum phase transition between the weakly interacting
gapless boundary and the strongly interacting fully gapped
nondegenerate boundary state? Even if such a second-order
phase transition exists, its field theory description is unknown
because the standard field theory that describes a phase
transition of interacting Dirac or Majorana fermions is the
Gross-Neveu model [15], which corresponds to the order-
disorder phase transition of a bosonic field φab that couples to
a fermion bilinear mass operator: φabχ

!
a σ y χb [41]. Therefore

in the Gross-Neveu model, the gap of the Majorana fermion is

induced by a nonzero expectation value of a fermion bilinear
mass: ⟨χ!

a σ y χb⟩ ̸= 0, which would break the time-reversal
symmetry at the boundary of 3He-B.

In this paper we will demonstrate that such a novel direct
second-order transition indeed exists, which is fundamentally
different from the standard Gross-Neveu theory. But instead of
studying the boundary of a 3d system (which is numerically
challenging), we will just study a 2d lattice model, whose
low-energy field theory Lagrangian is identical to the boundary
of 16 copies of 3He-B, although its fields transform very
differently under symmetry groups (the exact boundary field
theory of 3He-B cannot be realized in 2d). We will demonstrate
that in this 2d lattice model there is indeed a direct second-
order quantum phase transition between 16 flavors of gapless
(2 + 1)d Majorana fermions (8 copies of Dirac fermions) and
a fully gapped phase that does not break the symmetry of
the lattice model. This shows that the fermion gap does not
correspond to any fermion bilinear mass.

We will also study another exotic quantum phase transition
between the weakly interacting quantum spin Hall (QSH)
insulator with spin Sz conservation and spin topological
number 2, and the fully gapped and symmetric phase in the
strong interaction limit mentioned in the previous paragraph.
In the noninteracting limit, the phase transition between the
topological insulator and trivial insulator is driven by closing
the Dirac mass gap, which requires that the single-particle
excitation is gapless at the critical point. However, in this
paper we demonstrate that, with interaction, at this quantum
phase transition the spin and charge gaps both close, while
the single-particle excitation remains gapped. Therefore, this
quantum phase transition only involves bosonic degrees of
freedom, which allows this quantum phase transition to be
described by a bosonic field theory. We propose that the field
theory for this transition is an O(4) nonlinear sigma model field
theory with a ! term. The QSH insulator and the trivial phase
correspond to π < ! ! 2π and 0 ! ! < π , respectively,
while the quantum critical point corresponds to ! = π .

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian we study is an interacting spin-1/2
fermion system defined on a bilayer honeycomb lattice
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The bilayer honeycomb lattice. In each
layer, t and λ are the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping.
The Hubbard interaction U acts on each site, and the Heisenberg
interaction J acts across the layers.

(Fig. 1):
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where s = ↑,↓ and ℓ = 1,2 denote the spin and layer in-
dexes. T + T ′ corresponds to two layers of the Kane-Mele
model [16], and W describes both the on-site and the interlayer
interactions. We will set t = 1 as the energy unit throughout
this paper. We also define niℓ = niℓ↑ + niℓ↓, S

µ
iℓ = 1

2c
†
iℓσ

µciℓ,
and niℓs = c

†
iℓsciℓs . ⟨⟨i,j ⟩⟩ stands for a next-nearest-neighbor

lattice link. νij = ± 1 depending on whether the hopping path
defined by the nearest-neighbor bonds connecting sites i and
j bends to the right or to the left. With only the T term, the
low-energy limit of this model is described by 8 flavors of
(2 + 1)d massless Dirac fermions (or 16 Majorana fermions)
in its Brillouin zone.

In the noninteracting limit, i.e., U = J = 0, a nonzero λ
will cause the T ′ term to gap out T and drive the system into
a QSH phase with spin topological number Cs = ± 2 which
corresponds to the quantized spin Hall conductance σ

spin
H =

e
2π

Cs . The U term in the Hamiltonian W is a Hubbard repulsion
while the J term consists of an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
spin interaction between the two layers and a density-density
interaction. In this paper we will fix J/U = 2 (with positive U
and J ). The interaction tends to gap out the charge fluctuations
and couples the spins across the layers into the singlet state on
each site. Then in the strong interacting limit, the ground state
is simply a product state of interlayer spin singlets,

|&⟩ =
$

i

(c†i1↑c
†
i2↓ − c

†
i1↓c

†
i2↑)|0⟩, (2)

FIG. 2. (Color online) A schematic phase diagram of the bilayer
honeycomb model. The red line is the phase boundary between the
two QSH phases of opposite spin Hall conductivity, where both the
single-particle and the spin/charge gaps are closed. The blue line is
the phase boundary between the QSH phase ' = ± 2π and the trivial
gapped phase ' = 0, where the single-particle gap remains open but
the spin/charge gaps are closed. Uc is the tricritical point, above which
the topological number defined in Eq. (6) changes inside the trivial
phase (without gap closing) through the dashed line; also see Fig. 3.

which is a trivial gapped state that respects all of the symmetry.
Obviously this strongly interacting trivial state should not have
any spin Hall responsef; thus it must be separated from the
weak interacting QSH states by phase transitions. The phase
diagram of this model is depicted in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 3).
Note that the spin topological number Cs shown in the phase
diagram is calculated from the single-particle Green’s function
[to be discussed later in Eq. (6)], and in the strong interacting
regime, Cs is no longer related to the spin Hall conductance
σ

spin
H . In fact, σ

spin
H = 0 holds for the entire trivial insulating

phase despite Cs = ± 2.
It is also worth mentioning that if we fix the ratio J/U ≪ 1

and increase the interaction gradually, then an intermediate
antiferromagnetic (AF) phase could set in between the trivial

FIG. 3. (Color online) The topological number defined in Eq. (6)
as a function of λ for both models at U = 2. The topological
number was calculated at the dots using determinant QMC data via
the methods discussed in Appendix F. This demonstrates that this
topological number Eq. (6) is nonzero even in the strongly interacting
trivial phase.
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The model proposed by Eichten and Preskill for obtaining theories with chiral fermions from
the lattice is shown to undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking. In addition, the fermions
appear to be Dirac-like everywhere in the phase diagram with no room for undoubled Weyl
fermions. The phase diagram of a closely related Higgs—Yukawa model is similar to that of the
Smit—Swift model, which also does not give rise to chiral fermions. These results cast serious
doubts on the original scenario for the emergence of chiral fermions.

1. Introduction

One of the early proposals for obtaining a theory with chiral fermions from the
lattice was made in an elegant paper by Eichten and Preskill [1] several years ago.
The philosophy behind the proposal is to start with a gauge theory containing only
left-handed chiral fermion fields, and to add gauge invariant “generalized Wilson”
terms to the lagrangian which vanish in the classical continuum limit and are
explicitly constructed to break all symmetries of the model that are broken through
anomalies in the target continuum theory. In addition, the new terms must be
carefully chosen so as to be irrelevant with regard to the particles one desires to
survive in the continuum theory, but they must be relevant with regard to the
fermion doublers, so as to give these unwanted species a mass of the order of the
cutoff. Once this is accomplished, one would expect the doublers to decouple in
the continuum theory. This philosophy is reflected in the situation of QCD with
Wilson fermions where the Wilson mass term explicitly breaks chiral symmetry and
accomplishes the desired task of removing the doublers from the spectrum, giving
rise to the standard theory of QCD in the scaling region. The usual axial anomalies
are recovered in the continuum limit through the effects of the Wilson term [2].

Email: maarten@wuphys.wustl.edu
2 Email: petcher~wuphys.wustl.edu
Email: clena~iwuphys.wustl.edu
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in which

~sin q/2 sin(q/l P/2) ±~y(q)~y(q—p)

H~(p) =32f[~(C(q) +C(p-q))]~ /2 D~(q)D~(qp)

(5.39)

and

D~(q)= ~sin2q/2+~(q). (5.40)

Finally the effective Yukawa coupling corresponding to eq. (5.25) is

~y(q) +~y(p+q)
yy~p,q) = 2L’ (5.41)

Our last task is to map the two models into one another by finding relations
between the couplings. Indeed this can be done, and a comparison of all quantities
derived above results in the following matching conditions:

F F p
= T, K=g=O. (5.42),(5.43)wfy

With these conditions, all quantities derived above are identical for the two models
in the scaling region. Of course, eq. (5.43) reveals only that no corresponding
parameters to K and g were included in the lagrangian of the Eichten—Preskill
model. If such terms would be included, matching conditions would be obtained
for them also. Thus we conclude that the two models give exactly the same physics
in the weak-coupling large-N limit, where we see explicitly the presence of both a
symmetric and a broken phase.
Aside from the details of the model and the field content, our calculation is very

similar to that performed in ref. [21] in relating the top quark condensate model
and the standard model, with similar results.

6. Conclusion

When Eichten and Preskill originally presented their model, a clear element of
the scenario they envisaged for it to successfully produce a continuum theory of
(asymptotically free) chiral fermions entailed the existence of a phase transition for
which the fermion mass was an order parameter, and over which no symmetry
breaking occurred. It was hoped that one could arrange through generalized

“Search for the exotic transition!”
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Wilson terms to give the doublers a mass, and leave the lightest fermion massless.
We have analyzed the model in several regions of the phase diagram, and all
indications are that no such phase transition exists. Indeed, we do find phases with
massive and massless fermions, but always a broken phase appears in between. In
the symmetric phase with massive fermions (a paramagnetic phase in strong
Yukawa coupling, or PMS phase), bound states are formed which pair up with the
original chiral fields to form Dirac representations, all of which are massive
(although one massless Dirac fermion can be arranged by tuning). The fermions
remain massive across the symmetry breaking phase boundary to the broken phase
(ferromagnetic or FM phase), and finally across the phase boundary to the second
symmetric phase (paramagnetic phase at weak Yukawa coupling, or PMW phase),
all fermions become massless, including the doublers. The crucial ingredient for
the failure of the emergence of a chiral theory of fermions as originally imagined is
the existence of the broken phase separating the two symmetric phases. Through
this broken phase the fermion masses smoothly interpolate from being massive to
vanishing, becoming proportional to the order parameter of symmetry breaking as
the second phase boundary is approached.
Of course in order to conclude that the fermions are truly non-chiral, one

should also check that the right-handed partners to the left-handed fields which
are formed as bound states in the PMS phase couple with equal strength to the
gauge fields when gauge interactions are turned on. The fact that both have the
same charge with respect to the chiral group would lead one to expect that this is
the case, and indeed we have checked this to be true explicitly in the presence of
background gauge fields, in a calculation similar to that presented for the modified
Smit—Swift model in ref. [11].
Through making contact with a Yukawa version of the original Eichten—Preskill

model, we see that this whole picture is rather reminiscent of what happens in the
Smit-Swift model. Despite the essential difference in the symmetry structure of the
two models, the phase diagram appears remarkably similar. This presumably
indicates that the main aspect responsible for the determination of the phase
diagram is the method by which the fermions obtain masses which is similar in
both cases, rather than the symmetry involved, or anything to do with anomalies.
The remainder of this section contains a more specific overview of the calculations
we have performed, and their implications for various regions of the phase
diagram.
Our calculations are primarily within the framework of 1/N expansions for a

model in which we have included N copies of the original fermions. We have
studied both the original Eichten—Preskill model, and a model with an explicit
scalar field coupled to the fermions through Yukawa couplings, and have argued
through both universality and through direct calculation in the large-N limit that
the two produce the same physics in the respective scaling regions. The first of
these contains two parameters, the four-fermion coupling A and a four-fermion
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vanishing, becoming proportional to the order parameter of symmetry breaking as
the second phase boundary is approached.
Of course in order to conclude that the fermions are truly non-chiral, one

should also check that the right-handed partners to the left-handed fields which
are formed as bound states in the PMS phase couple with equal strength to the
gauge fields when gauge interactions are turned on. The fact that both have the
same charge with respect to the chiral group would lead one to expect that this is
the case, and indeed we have checked this to be true explicitly in the presence of
background gauge fields, in a calculation similar to that presented for the modified
Smit—Swift model in ref. [11].
Through making contact with a Yukawa version of the original Eichten—Preskill

model, we see that this whole picture is rather reminiscent of what happens in the
Smit-Swift model. Despite the essential difference in the symmetry structure of the
two models, the phase diagram appears remarkably similar. This presumably
indicates that the main aspect responsible for the determination of the phase
diagram is the method by which the fermions obtain masses which is similar in
both cases, rather than the symmetry involved, or anything to do with anomalies.
The remainder of this section contains a more specific overview of the calculations
we have performed, and their implications for various regions of the phase
diagram.
Our calculations are primarily within the framework of 1/N expansions for a

model in which we have included N copies of the original fermions. We have
studied both the original Eichten—Preskill model, and a model with an explicit
scalar field coupled to the fermions through Yukawa couplings, and have argued
through both universality and through direct calculation in the large-N limit that
the two produce the same physics in the respective scaling regions. The first of
these contains two parameters, the four-fermion coupling A and a four-fermion
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You, He, Vishwanath, Xu PRB 97 125112 (2018)

You, He, Vishwanath, Xu PRX 8 011026 (2018)

He,Wu,You,Xu,Meng,Lu, PRB 94 241111 (2016)

Several papers have been written on the subject of Symmetric 
Mass Generation (SMG)

This talk is about our results, from the lattice field theory 
perspective!

Unaware of the predictions by Slagle, Yu and Xu, and roughly 
around, the same time, we were exploring an interesting and 
puzzling phase transition in a lattice field theory that was studied 
earlier, but now using new and better fermion algorithms.

We later realized that this is the same phase transition that 
Slagle, Yu and Xu were talking about.



Consider the continuum action
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At large U the theory seems to become massive, but without SSB, 
but due to a sufficiently large “four-fermion” condensate!  

Our Lattice Model



We need a regularization of the UV physics to make sense out of all this!

“Naively” the phase diagram of this model cannot be
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Let us naively discretize the action on a Euclidean space-time lattice

S =
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Lattice Model:



Transform the fields: Spin diagonalization 
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One obtains four-copies of “staggered fermions” coupled on each site
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The action still contains two decoupled models
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Keeping only a single decoupled model we finally get our model:
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�x ,odd
<latexit sha1_base64="QME7oE9UQLX4WWyqnfSK5GsDn2s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QME7oE9UQLX4WWyqnfSK5GsDn2s=">AAACnXicdVFdaxQxFM1O1db1a6uPggQXwQdZZgr2A3woCOKDSAXXLWyGJZO56YTmY0gy1SXMW3+Nr/pn/DdmtlPoFHohcHLOuTf35ha1FM6n6b9RsnXv/oPtnYfjR4+fPH022X3+w5nGMpgzI409LagDKTTMvfASTmsLVBUSFsX5x05fXIB1wujvfl1DruiZFlww6iO1mrwiyzEx0dEVCIRVol2FX++wKct2TPLVZJrO0k3gG+B9mh3tZzjrmSnq42S1O6pIaVijQHsmqXPLLK19Hqj1gkmINRsHNWXn9AyWEWqqwOVhM0iL30SmxNzYeLTHG/ZmRqDKubUqolNRX7nbWkfepXUV3eD9UKjhvcuzjrtbXXp+mAeh68aDZldN8kZib3D3o7gUFpiX6wgosyLOiVlFLWU+/vuYWNDwkxmlqC6JVSVw2kgfqvqiHYqBcKqEXPeONhDHr/GgTcc3c8bdXC8A3w3me7OjWfZtb3r8oV/SDnqJXqO3KEMH6Bh9Ridojhi6RL/RH/Q3wcmn5Evy9cqajPqcF2gQyeI/Iy3TXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QME7oE9UQLX4WWyqnfSK5GsDn2s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QME7oE9UQLX4WWyqnfSK5GsDn2s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="w77S1rKEhdnTNGTYrv042GDR2dw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w77S1rKEhdnTNGTYrv042GDR2dw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w77S1rKEhdnTNGTYrv042GDR2dw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w77S1rKEhdnTNGTYrv042GDR2dw=">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</latexit>

no coupling
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x i = 0For example: consequence of the SU(4) symmetry

These symmetries forbid bilinear mass terms.

massless fermions

massive fermions requires SSB
conventional wisdom:

Our model has the usual “staggered fermion symmetries”:

shift symmetry: �a
x ! ⇠⇢,x�

a
x+⇢,

rotational symmetry: �a
x ! SR(R

�1 x)�a
R�1 x

axis reversal (parity): x⇢ ! �x⇢, x⌧ = x⌧ , ⌧ 6= ⇢

SU(4) global symmetry: �a
x ! (V )ab�b

x , x 2 even

�a
x ! (V ⇤)ab�b

x , x 2 odd

V 2 SU(4)

Golterman and Smit, 1984



Fact:

At sufficiently large U there is a fully massive phase without any SSB
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FIG. 2: An example of a monomer configuration [n] showing free
fermion bags on a two dimensional lattice. The filled circles repre-
sent monomers and the connected regions without monomers form
free fermion bags.

viewpoint are uniquely defined for every monomer configura-
tion. An interesting feature of the strong coupling viewpoint
is that at sufficiently strong couplings there are many distinct
fermion bags, which we label as B = 1, 2..., and fermions
from one bag cannot hop to a different bag. In contrast in the
weak coupling viewpoint there is a single fermion bag con-
taining all monomer sites. Based on these two viewpoints we
can write the partition function in two different but equivalent
ways:

Z =
!

[n]

UNm

"

B

#

Det(WB)
$2

(21a)

Z =
#

Det(M)
$

!

[n]

UNm

#

Det(G)
$2

, (21b)

where Nm represents the number of monomers in the config-
uration,M is the free staggered fermion matrix defined in (2),
WB represents the free staggered fermion matrix connecting
the sites within the bag B, and G represents a Nm ×Nm free
staggered propagator matrix connecting monomer sites. The
elements of G are given by

Gx,y =
−i

L3

!

k

eik·(x−y)

%

α′ ηx,α′ sin kα′

%

α sin
2 kα

(22)

where k ≡ (k1, k2, k3) where kα = (2n + 1)π/L, n =
0, 1.., L − 1 due to anti-periodic boundary conditions. At
weak couplings there are very few monomers and the weak
coupling viewpoint becomes more useful for calculations and
the Boltzmann weight of each monomer configuration is noth-
ing but the sum over all Feynman diagrams. Thus, the weak
coupling viewpoint is exactly identical to the well known
diagrammatic determinantal Monte Carlo methods [46–49].

On the other hand at strong couplings, when the number of
monomers becomes comparable to the volume, the strong
coupling view point becomes useful for calculations since free
fermion bags become small. As we discuss below, it is also
easy to understand some of the strong coupling results of the
previous section intuitively.
Expressions for observables can also be derived easily in

the fermion bag approach. For example, in the strong coupling
viewpoint the two point fermion correlation function is given
by

⟨ψx,i ψy,i⟩ =
1

Z

!

[n]

UNm

"

B

#

Det(WB)
$2

W−1
B;x,y,

(23)
where W−1

B;x,y is the inverse of the Dirac operator within the
free fermion bag B that contains the sites x and y. It is under-
stood that when either of the sites x or y contains a monomer,
that configuration does not contribute to the correlation func-
tion. Further, since fermions cannot hop from one fermion bag
to another, x and y are also forced to be within the same bag.
With this insight it is easy to see why fermion correlations
decay exponentially at strong couplings. Since the lattice is
filled with monomers, large fermion bags are suppressed ex-
ponentially and fermions are confined within small regions.
The argument that shows that even bosonic correlations de-

cay exponentially is more subtle. In principle, it is possible
to have a single insertion of ψi,xψi,x within special fermion
bags that allow a zero mode in the matrixWB. Clearly, such
bags do not contribute to the partition function since without
the insertion of ψi,xψi,x the determinant Det(WB) vanishes.
However, with the insertion of ψi,xψi,x one row and one col-
umn are removed from the matrix and then the determinant no
longer vanishes. This is very similar to the argument of how
instantons can contribute to the chiral condensate in single fla-
vor QCD. However, since there are two flavors in our model
and ψi,xψi,x only involves the flavor i, the determinant of the
other flavor still vanishes due to the zero mode in WB of the
second flavor. Thus, single insertion of a fermion bilinear is
forbidden in our model. For this reason bosonic correlation
functions also get contribution only when both x and y are
within the same bag. For example the expression for one of
the correlation functions is given by

⟨ψxψx,i ψy,iψy,i⟩ =
1

Z

!

[n]

UNm

"

B

#

Det(WB)
$2

×
#

W−1
B;x,y

$2
. (24)

Since x and y are within the bag, it too decays exponentially at
sufficiently large coupling as we found in the previous section.

V. MONTE CARLO ALGORITHMS

We have constructed three different Monte Carlo algo-
rithms to update the monomer configurations [n]. The first is
a block algorithm that creates, destroys and moves monomers
within blocks. The second is a worm algorithm that creates

Illustration of configuration [n]

k refers to the 
number of monomers

free fermion bag



Using the fermion bag picture, it is easy to argue that all two 
point correlation functions with non-trivial quantum numbers 
decay exponentially at large U!

Fermion bilinear correlation functions
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Note that



Hence the phase diagram of the lattice model should be

Symmetric
Massive

U = 0 U = ∞

???

symmetric mass generation (SMG)

But from a quantum field theory perspective, is SMG simply a lattice 
artifact, or is there a continuum limit?

We can explore this question in various dimensions.



Note that our lattice model is well defined in all dimensions!

S =
1

2

X

x ,y

�T
x Mx ,y �y � U

X

x

�4
x �3

x �2
x �1

x

In d=2, the theory describes Nf=2 “Dirac” fermions
At U = 0

In d=3, the theory describes Nf=4 “Dirac” fermions

In d=4, the theory describes Nf=8 “Dirac” fermions

In d=3, 4 the question of the continuum limit of the SMG phase 
was studied long ago! The conclusion was that it does not exist.

As far as we know the lattice theory was never studied in d=2!

related 
to the model  
proposed by 

Slagle, You, Xu
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266 I-H. Lee et aL / Lattice formulations of a Yukawa model 

It is clearly important to determine the effects of fermions on the lattice 
properties and continuum limit of scalar [4-9] and gauge-Higgs [10,11] theories. 
Because of the challenging nature of studies of the continuum limit, it is logical to 
address the latter question in the simplest theory, viz. a Yukawa model with a real 
scalar field, without any gauge fields. Several issues are: (i) What is the phase 
structure of this lattice theory? (ii) What is the behavior in the continuum limit? In 
particular, do the renormalized quartic scalar coupling XR and the renormalized 
Yukawa coupling YR both vanish in this limit? (iii) Which aspects of lattice models 
are universal and which are dependent upon specific lattice actions and hence are 
not relevant to the continuum limit? Since the t quark is known to have a mass 
which is not small compared with m z or m w, its renormalized Yukawa coupling is 
of order unity; this constitutes another important motivation for nonperturbative 
studies of Yukawa theories and, in particular, Yukawa-generated fermion masses. 
Recently, we have determined the phase structure and measured the physical 
renormalized masses and couplings for a Yukawa model with a real scalar field 
interacting with staggered fermions [4, 5, 7, 8]. Part of this work [4, 5, 7] first used a 
parametrization for the scalar sector which was closely related to the continuum 
form; measurements were made mainly for a hypercubic, but also for a local 
Yukawa interaction. We also carried out a study using a different parametrization 
for the scalars which allowed us to probe arbitrarily large bare quartic and Yukawa 
couplings [8]. In this paper we present new results to address the issues listed above, 
in particular, question (iii). 

2. The model 

To address the question of universality, we shall study the lattice Yukawa model 
defined by 

Z= f rI  deo. dx. , /d2. , /e  -s, (2.1a) 
n, 

where S = S B + S F + S v, with 

SB= Z q ~ - -  2x Z q~,~,+e, + ) r E  (q~, 2 -  1) z, (2.1b) 
/I n , ~  17 

S F = I  Z X n , f ~ n , t t ( X n + e ~ , , f - X n - e , , f )  -t- Em:2.,/x.,:, ( 2 . 1 c )  
n.t~./ n.f 

= 1 for ~t = 1 and ( -  1) "~+ " +",-~ for 2 ~< g ~< d and X >/0 (which will be where ~n, t, 
denoted "arbitrary X"). The Yukawa coupling will be taken to be either the local 
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We determine the phase structure and properties of a 4D lattice model with a real scalar field 
interacting with staggered fermions via a local Yukawa interaction. For large bare Yukawa 
coupling, the phase diagram differs significantly from that for the model with a hypercubic 
Yukawa interaction: in particular, we find a new symmetric phase in which fermions are massive. 
We comment  on implications for extracting regularization scheme-independent cont inuum physics 
from lattice scalar-fermion models. 

1. Introduction 

Lattice Yukawa theories are of interest for several reasons. First, Yukawa 
couplings play an important role in the standard SU(2) × U(1) electroweak theory, 
providing fermion masses and mixings. These couplings have, from a perturbative 
viewpoint, long been thought to be arbitrary. However, renormalization group 
approaches to quantum field theory have shown that the renormalized* couplings 
can vanish as the regulator cut-off (defined, e.g. by lattice regularization) goes to 
infinity, so that the renormalized theory is non-interacting (" trivial"). There is now 
strong evidence that 4D )kqd field theory is free [1]. Evidence has also been 
presented to suggest that coupling gauge fields to the scalar field theory does not 
remove the triviality [2]. This leads one to view the electroweak theory as being an 
effective theory, with a cut-off in place, representing the onset of new physics. 
Within an approximation that ignores fermions and hypercharge U(1) and treats the 
gauge interactions perturbatively, this work has led to rough estimates for upper 
bounds on the Higgs mass [1, 3]. 

* By "physical"  or "renormalized" masses and couplings we mean those defined at a second-order 
phase transition of the lattice theory where the correlation length diverges and the cont inuum limit is 
constructed. This definition is not in any way restricted to perturbation theory and does not  involve 
any explicit use of counterterms in the lattice action. 
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It is clearly important to determine the effects of fermions on the lattice 
properties and continuum limit of scalar [4-9] and gauge-Higgs [10,11] theories. 
Because of the challenging nature of studies of the continuum limit, it is logical to 
address the latter question in the simplest theory, viz. a Yukawa model with a real 
scalar field, without any gauge fields. Several issues are: (i) What is the phase 
structure of this lattice theory? (ii) What is the behavior in the continuum limit? In 
particular, do the renormalized quartic scalar coupling XR and the renormalized 
Yukawa coupling YR both vanish in this limit? (iii) Which aspects of lattice models 
are universal and which are dependent upon specific lattice actions and hence are 
not relevant to the continuum limit? Since the t quark is known to have a mass 
which is not small compared with m z or m w, its renormalized Yukawa coupling is 
of order unity; this constitutes another important motivation for nonperturbative 
studies of Yukawa theories and, in particular, Yukawa-generated fermion masses. 
Recently, we have determined the phase structure and measured the physical 
renormalized masses and couplings for a Yukawa model with a real scalar field 
interacting with staggered fermions [4, 5, 7, 8]. Part of this work [4, 5, 7] first used a 
parametrization for the scalar sector which was closely related to the continuum 
form; measurements were made mainly for a hypercubic, but also for a local 
Yukawa interaction. We also carried out a study using a different parametrization 
for the scalars which allowed us to probe arbitrarily large bare quartic and Yukawa 
couplings [8]. In this paper we present new results to address the issues listed above, 
in particular, question (iii). 

2. The model 

To address the question of universality, we shall study the lattice Yukawa model 
defined by 

Z= f rI  deo. dx. , /d2. , /e  -s, (2.1a) 
n, 

where S = S B + S F + S v, with 

SB= Z q ~ - -  2x Z q~,~,+e, + ) r E  (q~, 2 -  1) z, (2.1b) 
/I n , ~  17 

S F = I  Z X n , f ~ n , t t ( X n + e ~ , , f - X n - e , , f )  -t- Em:2.,/x.,:, ( 2 . 1 c )  
n.t~./ n.f 

= 1 for ~t = 1 and ( -  1) "~+ " +",-~ for 2 ~< g ~< d and X >/0 (which will be where ~n, t, 
denoted "arbitrary X"). The Yukawa coupling will be taken to be either the local 
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(d)  form 

sv  = s~, ,= y, Z ep.~ 2 . , i x . , i  , 
,, f 

(2.1d) 

or the hypercubic (hc) form 

Sv = S v ,  hc = 2-aYh~Y'~q~. Z X.',IX.',I, ( 2 . 1 e )  
n n ' ~ h c ( n ) ;  f 

where hc(n) denotes the hypercube adjacent to the site n on the lattice. (We use a 
d - - 4  hypercubic lattice, but give appropriate results for general d.) In order to 
guarantee a non-negative fermion determinant, we use two species, f =  1,2, of 
staggered fermions (yielding eight species of Dirac fermions in the continuum limit). 
The bare fermion masses mf are taken to be zero unless otherwise indicated. Since 
in the staggered fermion formalism, one constructs the continuum fermion species 
out of linear combinations of one-component Grassmann variables on the sites of a 
given hypercube, the continuum Yukawa coupling q~7~b is most directly represented 
on the lattice as SV, h~. This form of the interaction also gave the most stable 
numerical results in (dynamical-fermion) simulations with both parametrizations for 
S B [4, 5, 7, 8]. As one approaches a physically reasonable:continuum limit, where the 
correlation length (measured, e.g. by ~B = (am B)-1) diverges, the ~, fields must vary 
more and more slowly on the scale of the lattice spacing a in order for the 4~ field to 
be continuous. Hence, one expects that Sv, hc and Sv, e both yield the same 
continuum physics. The action (2.1) gives the correc~ continuum (cn) euclidean 
Yukawa action as a --+ 0, with the identification of bare parameters 

d&n = (2K) 1/2a- 10, m en2 - a -2  [ ( 1 -  - 22~)/K - 2 d ] ,  (2.2a, b) 

),cn = r-2)~, yen=(2x)-l/2ys, s = h c o r  d, (2.2c, d) 

where men, Xcn, and Yen denote the bare continuum scalar mass, quartic scalar 
self-coupling, and Yukawa coupling, respectively. For arbitrary Ye and Yhc (with 
mf = 0), (2.1) is invariant under the discrete Z(2) symmetry 

q~. + - f t . ,  (2.3a) 

where 

Xn ~ i ( - ' x z ( " )  • ) x . ,  ~ . - - ,  i( - 1) ~ " ) 2 . ,  (2.3b,c)  

d 

~?(n) = Y'. % .  (2.3d) 
t t = l  

local
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where D.(z) is the parabolic cylinder function and 

R,, = J / J o .  

Using a mean  field approximat ion  as before [8, 11], we calculate 

(Y(/X/} = BI( B), f= 1,2 

(3.1d)  

(3.2a)  

* See footnote on previous page. 
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where D.(z) is the parabolic cylinder function and 
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We present the phase structure of the chiral SU(2)L ® SU(2)R scalar-fermion model on the
lattice with on-site Yukawa coupling y and Wilson—Yukawa coupling w for positive y and w.
The hopping parameter K of the four-component scalar field of fixed length is both positive and
negative. From the different behaviour of several observables ferromagnetic, paramagnetic and
antiferromagnetic phases can be distinguished. They split into different regions or phases with
small and large y + 4w. A similar structure is also found in the quenched approximation. In
addition, in the unquenched case a ferrimagnetic phase is found at negative K around y + 4w
~ We discuss fermion masses in various regions and point out the possibilities of decoupling

the unwanted fermion doublers in the continuum limit in analogy to thc Wilson mechanism.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a lot of interest in the nonperturbative understand-
ing of the symmetry breaking sector of the standard model of electroweak
interactions. Many of these studies concentrated on the pure scalar sector regular-
ized on a lattice, neglecting gauge and fermion fields (for references see the recent
reviews [1,21). Whereas it is presumably sufficient to treat the gauge fields only
perturbatively, the inclusion of fermions into the nonperturbative investigation is
important because of the possibility that some heavy fermions exist with strong
Yukawa interactions. Keeping the perturbative triviality of the Yukawa coupling in
mind, it is of phenomenological importance to investigate a possible upper limit on
the fermion mass generated through this coupling and to improve the already
existing upper limit on the Higgs mass, now with fermionic feedback included.
Alternatively, any indication that strong Yukawa coupling might lead to a nontriv-

* Supported by the Deutsches Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie, by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft and by the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM).
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram for w = 0 in the unquenched case. A and B are probably two quadruple points
where four phases meet. The approximate position of the crossover in the FM phase is indicated by the

dotted line.

AM(W): Antiferromagnetic phase (weak Yukawa coupling region)
AM(S): Antiferromagnetic phase (strong Yukawa coupling region)
Fl: Ferrimagnetic phase.
We cannot completely rule out the possibility that the AM(W) and AM(S)

regions are separated for arbitrarily large negative K by the funnel containing the
Fl phase. This phase is less and less distinguishable as K decreases and we could
not locate its end. Thus we cannot exclude that it continues until K = —

For w = 0 the various phase transition lines meet, within our precision of their
localization, in two quadruple points (points A and B in fig. 1). In the three-dimen-
sional phase diagram these points become lines which we call lines A, B.
Fig. 2 shows the phase diagram for the same model at w = 0 in the quenched

approximation. The dotted and the dashed lines denote a crossover, across which
the behaviour of various observables with the fermionic fields changes significantly.
For finite w its position shifts to y — 4w. For weak and strong Yukawa
couplings y + 4w the unquenched phase diagram is very similar to the quenched
one. The diagrams differ significantly in the region y + 4w ~ When fermion
loops are included the dashed part of the crossover in the quenched case develops,
approximately at the same position, into the funnel filled with the Fl phase. We
expect that the width of the funnel grows with the number of dynamical fermion
species. With the exception of the FT phase all the phases and regions of the phase
diagram with dynamical fermions have analogues in the quenched case.
The outline of the paper is as follows: The model, its symmetries, its fermion

content and the most important observables are described in sect. 2. In sect. 3 we
summarize the presently available analytic information on the phase structure and

note the large 
broken FM phase

SMG
phase
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The phase diagram at zero temperature of a lattice SU!2" scalar-fermion model in 2!1 dimensions is studied
numerically and with mean-field methods. Special attention is devoted to the strong coupling regime. We have
developed a new method to adapt the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm to the O!3" non-linear # model constraint.
The charged excitations in the various phases are studied at the mean-field level. Bound states of two charged
fermions are found in a strongly coupled paramagnetic phase. On the other hand, in the strongly coupled
antiferromagnetic phase fermionic excitations around momenta ("$/2,"$/2,"$/2) emerge.

PACS number!s": 11.15.Ha, 02.70.Lq, 11.15.Ex, 11.30.Rd

I. INTRODUCTION
The model we are going to study was proposed in Refs.

%1&and %2&as a natural extension of the lattice O!3" non-
linear # model in 2!1 dimensions to include charge carriers.
It is a lattice model of interacting spins and Dirac fermions in
2!1 dimensions, with only two free parameters in addition
to the temperature: a nearest-neighbor spin coupling and a
spin-fermion coupling. The model describes quantitatively
some of the features of the doped copper oxide compounds
%1,2&.
In the present article we want to present a careful, detailed

discussion of the model, its symmetries, and its properties,
and give full technical details and results of the mean-field
!MF" and Monte Carlo !MC" calculations, some of which
were reported in Ref. %1&. In this paper, our mean-field and
numerical studies will be limited to the zero-temperature
case, corresponding to infinite Euclidean time direction.
The remainder is laid out as follows. In Sec. II we present

our model, discuss the choice of lattice fermions, comment
on the symmetries of the model, give its phase diagram and
prove the reality of the fermion determinant, even in the
presence of a chemical potential. In Sec. III we examine the
phase diagram of the model in the MF approximation. Our
MF calculations are based on small- and large-y expansions
combined with saddle point methods. The method allows us
to handle !products of" fermionic variables occurring in the
expansion of the fermion determinant in a well defined way.
In Sec. IV we use MC simulations to complete the study of
the phase diagram. For this purpose we have developed a
new method that exactly solves the technical problem related
to the length-1 constraint on the spin variables %3&. Section V
is devoted to a study of the relevant excitations in the differ-
ent phases of the system, at the MF level. A crucial result is
the dynamical generation of spin singlet bosonic bound
states of charged fermions in the so-called paramagnetic

strong !PMS" phase. At the MF level we have not found
evidence for fermionic excitations at zero temperature in this
PMS phase. Another interesting result is the emergence of
fermionic excitations around momenta ("$/2,"$/2,
"$/2) in the strongly coupled antiferromagnetic !AFM"
phase %4&. Finally, Sec. VI is devoted to our conclusions and
projects.

II. THE MODEL: FORMULATION, SYMMETRIES, PHASE
DIAGRAM

The model is defined by the following !2!1"-dimensional
lattice Euclidean !imaginary time" path integral,

Z#! D"D'̄D' exp!$S " !1"

with the action

S#$(
x ,)

k"x•"x!)̂!(
x ,)

*

2'̄x+
)!'x!)̂$'x$)̂"

!(
x

,'̄x"x•#'x. !2"

We use this expression as our starting point, but it should be
noted that the model depends only on the ratio y#,/* ,
through a change in the normalization of the fermion field. In
terms of the effective spin-fermion coupling y, we get

S#$(
x ,)

k"x•"x!)̂!(
x ,)

1
2'̄x+

)!'x!)̂$'x$)̂"

!(
x
y '̄x"x•#'x . !3"

Here x runs over a !2!1"-dimensional cubic Euclidean
space-time lattice. Each 'x is a fermionic four-spinor as a
shorthand for two flavors of two-component Dirac spinors.
Both flavors are taken in the same irreducible spinor repre-
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§Email address: arjan@scsc.ethz.ch
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may expect totally different behavior in each of the two para-
magnetic phases. This is indeed the case, as we shall see
later.
As there is no evidence for a phase transition between the

strong- and weak-coupling regions of the FM and AFM
phases, we name them FM!W" and FM!S", AFM!W" and
AFM!S" !note the parentheses". There may be crossovers
between these regions, though.
Between the points A and B, we find a phase where both

the magnetization and the staggered magnetization are dif-
ferent from zero. We name this phase ferrimagnetic !FI". An
appealing possibility is that it corresponds to a helicoidal
phase. We expect the FI phase to disappear for large enough
!k , but we have not explored this numerically.

III. MEAN FIELD CALCULATIONS OF THE PHASE
DIAGRAM

Our aim in this section is to determine the zero-
temperature phase diagram of the model in the y-k plane !cf.
Fig. 1", using mean-field techniques. These calculations al-
ready provide a lot of insight, especially for the strong cou-
pling region. They will be contrasted with numerical simu-
lations for the phase diagram in Sec. IV, and they will be
extended to a study of the relevant charged !quasi-particle"
excitations in Sec. V.
Our mean-field calculations are based on small- and large-

y expansions combined with the saddle point methods de-
scribed in Ref. #10$. This approach guarantees a systematic
expansion in 1/d , which is particularly important for opera-
tors which are zero to lowest-order. Our particular method
furthermore allows us to handle !products of" fermionic vari-
ables occurring in the expansion of the fermion determinant
in a well defined way. These techniques have been devel-
oped and applied in the context of similar lattice models
#11,12$ of the electroweak sector of the standard model of
elementary particle interactions, and in the study of the anti-
ferromagnetic %4 model #13$.

We shall first concentrate on the small-y region, and in-
corporate the fermion determinant up to O(y2).
In order to apply the saddle-point method, the integration

over the fields must be unrestricted. We therefore need to
replace the integration over the spin vectors !, constrained
by the condition !!!"1, with an integration over uncon-
strained variables ". This is done by multiplying the func-
tional integrand in Eq. !1" by

1"" D&'!!!""()
n

)
a"1

3 "
!*

*

d&x
a'!%x

a!&x
a"

")
x

)
a"1

3 "
!*

*

d&x
a"

!*

* dAx
a

2+
exp# iAx

a!%x
a!&x

a"$ ,

and replacing a conveniently chosen subset of the ! vari-
ables in the action S with "fields. We obtain

Z"" D&DA

!2+"3
exp#k,

x ,-
"x•"x#-!i,

x
Ax•"x$

$" D.̄D. exp#!,
x ,-

1
2.̄x/

-!.x#-̂!.x!-̂"$
$)

x
%" d!x

4+
exp# iAx•!x!y .̄x!x•0!.x$& . !16"

Note that both the " fields and the auxiliary fields A are
unconstrained.
Now we have to integrate out the constrained variables %n

a

!as well as the fermions", before the mean fields can be in-
troduced. Let us concentrate on a single !n integration in Eq.
!16", dropping the subscripts n for simplicity. First, we per-
form an expansion in powers of y. We can write

" d!

4+
exp# iA•!!y .̄!•0!.$

"exp#u! iA"$exp#!yQa•1%a2iA#
1
2 y

2QaQbTab

#O!y3"$, !17"

where we have defined

Qa".̄0a. , u! iA""ln " d!

4+
exp# iA•!$ ,

Tab"1%a%b2iA!1%a2iA1%b2iA ,

and we have introduced the notation

1O2iA"" d!

4+
O exp# iA•!$' " d!

4+
exp# iA•!$ .

In addition, we introduce a Hubbard-Stratonovich vector pa-
rameter # to deal with the quartic fermion term in Eq. !17",

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the action !3", for two fermion fami-
lies. Dashed lines are from the MF calculation, solid lines from a
MC calculation on an 83 lattice.
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The presence of the broken phase between the  
usual massless fermion phase and the SMG phase 

made Golterman and Schmidt decide that the 
Eichten and Peskin Mechanism will not work! 

But we have much better fermion algorithms today. 
So we wanted to explore these phase transitions again!
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Susceptibility seems to grow as                  in the intermediate region.



Our Phase Diagram in 4d

The broken phase is much narrower than what was observed earlier, 
but it does seem to exist!
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FIG. 3: Plots of equilibration for the three observables ρm, χ1 and χ2, starting from a configuration with zero monomers at L = 20, U = 0.95.
The insets show the Monte Carlo time history for 900 sweeps using ALG2. The average of the data from the inset is shown as a solid line in
the main plots. The open squares are average data from 500 independent runs after a single sweep starting from an equilibrated configuration.
The plot demonstrates that instead of running a single computer for many sweeps, one can run many computers for a single sweep and average
the data.

D. Equilibration, Auto-correlation and Parallelization

We have used the block algorithm (or ALG1), the worm
algorithm (or ALG2) and the heat-bath sweep algorithm (or
ALG3) as a cross check against each other to make sure they
are free of errors. These tests along with comparisons with
some exact calculations are discussed in the appendix. In or-
der to study equilibration and autocorrelations we define the
concept of a sweep, as performing the required number of lo-
cal updates such that all lattice sites are stochastically flipped
at least once. For example in the block algorithm we pick
roughly L3/63 random blocks in a sweep. On the other hand
since the worm update involves choosing a site at random and
updating a few sites within its neighborhood, a sweep con-
sists of repeating the worm update at least a volume number
of times. Each heat bath update on the other hand is exactly
one sweep.
As in previous studies [45] we have observed that worm al-

gorithms based on the fermion bag approach usually produce
independent equilibrated configurations within a few sweeps
independent of the lattice size. This continues to be true even
in our work. We provide some evidence for this in Fig. 3
where we show the Monte Carlo time history of our three ob-
servables at L = 20 and U = 0.95 for 900 sweeps (in the
inset) and the first 20 sweeps are shown in the main graph.
The solid lines in the main graphs show the average obtained
from the whole data set. As one can see, the monomer number
reaches the average value in roughly about 5 sweeps and then
begins to fluctuate.
If we make the drastic assumption that once equilibration is

reached, a single sweep is sufficient to produce another inde-
pendent configuration, then using several hundred computing
cores each starting with an equilibrated configuration but dif-
ferent random number sequences, we should be able to gen-
erate an independent configuration after a single sweep from
each computer core. We can then average the data from all
the cores and propose it as the final average. We can of course
continue the runs of each of the cores for several sweeps if
necessary and monitor the fluctuations. In Fig. 3 the solid
squares represent such an average over 500 computer cores
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FIG. 4: The variation of the monomer density ρm (a four-point con-
densate) as a function of U at L = 8, 12 and 16. The inset shows the
change in ρm as a function of L at U = 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 where the
variation is the maximum. By L = 16 we find that ρm has reached
its thermodynamic limit at all values of U .

for 20 sweeps. It is clear that after each sweep the data from
the 500 independent cores produces a number consistent with
the average over 900 sweeps on a single core. This feature
continues to hold at other lattice sizes and couplings, some of
which are shown in the appendix. Based on this result, in our
study we use several hundred cores in parallel and run for 5-10
sweeps, where each core starts from an equilibrated configu-
ration. The final answer is obtained as an average over such
short runs on hundreds of cores. While we are confident of
our errors, in order to be conservative we multiply them by a
factor of two uniformly across the board when we analyze our
data.

VI. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Based on weak and strong coupling analysis we have al-
ready argued in section III that the model contains at least two

critical point  ≈ 1?

Monomer density
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FIG. 5: Plots of the susceptibilities χ1 (left) and χ2 (right) as a function of the coupling constant U for lattice sizes ranging from L = 8 to
L = 28. The inset shows the finite size scalings in the critical region. There is no sign of the L3 divergence expected in the presence of a
non-zero fermion bilinear condensate. A roughly linear divergence appears in the critical region consistent with a second order critical scaling.

phase transition between the two phases. In table I we tabulate
all our data.
We first focus on the average monomer density ρm defined

in Eq. (11) as a function of U . This is plotted in Fig. 4 for
L = 8, 12 and 16. We find the density to be a smooth function
of U for all values of L and most importantly the thermody-
namic limit is reached by L = 16 for all values of U . There is
no evidence for a first order transition. However, since there
should at least be one transition as a function of U , the quick
but smooth rise of the monomer density around U ≈ 1 can
be taken to be a signal for such a second order transition. The
lack of any other feature in ρm as a function of U also pro-
vides evidence that there is only a single phase transition.
Since ρm is not a critical quantity, we need to look at other

observables like the chiral susceptibilities χ1 and χ2 defined
in Eq. (9), in order to understand the properties of the phase
transition. These susceptibilities couple to long wavelength
modes of the theory and will diverge at a second order criti-
cal point. Another interesting feature of the definitions of χ1

and χ2 is that the disconnected component has not been sub-
tracted. Hence in the presence of non-zero fermion bilinear
condensates we expect both χ1 and χ2 to diverge as L3. In
Fig. (5) we plot χ1 and χ2 as functions of U for various val-
ues of L. In the inset of Fig. (5) we plot the finite size effects
on the susceptibilities around U ≈ 1 where such effects are
maximum. We find that for a fixed L both susceptibilities are
smooth functions of U with a clear peak around U ≈ 1 as
expected from ρm data. As L increases, the location of the
peak Upeak moves to the left and the value of the peak χpeak

i
increases.
Surprisingly there is no indication whatsoever for the L3

divergence in the susceptibilities from Fig. (5). As the inset
shows, at both U = 0.8 and U = 1.2 the susceptibilities sat-
urate for large L, while at U = 0.96, both the susceptibilities
do seem to diverge but only linearly. As we discuss below,
this divergence is consistent with the usual scaling at a sec-
ond order critical point. Based on this evidence we conclude

that both fermion bilinear condensates ⟨φx,1⟩ and ⟨φx,2⟩ van-
ish for all values of U . Due to the SU(4) symmetry present in
the model the same must be true for all the other condensates
discussed in section II. Finally, we note that both χ1 and χ2

are very similar for all values of U , except near U = 0 where
one can see from Fig. (5) that χ1 ≠ 0 but χ2 = 0 as expected.
We next quantify the divergence of χ1 and χ2 around U ≈

1 in order to verify that it is consistent with a second order
transition. Defining x = (U − Uc)L1/ν , near a second order
transition we expect both susceptibilities to satisfy the finite
size scaling relations,

χi(U,L) = L2−ηfi(x), (34)

where η and ν are the usual critical exponents and fi(x) are
analytic functions for small values of x. In previous studies
it was possible to use Eq. (34) by expanding f(x) in a power
series up to x4, and fit the Monte Carlo data to it and thus
extract the critical coupling and exponents [43, 51]. Unfortu-
nately, in our current study such an analysis seems to be quite
unstable. It is possible that the function f(x) cannot easily be
approximated with a few terms in the range of the available
data. Hence, we need to find a way to combine our data in the
small x region with some information from the large x region
using a more elaborate analysis.
Consider χ(U,L) as a function of U for a fixed value of L.

From Fig. 5 we see that this function has a peak at some value
U = Upeak. On the other hand from Eq. (34) we notice that
the peak occurs at the value x = xpeak where df(x)/dx = 0.
Althoughxpeak will not be small it will still satisfy the relation

Upeak = Uc +
xpeak

L1/ν
. (35)

Further, the value of χ at U = Upeak will be given by

χpeak
i = L2−ηfi(xpeak). (36)

Thus, if we know the values of Upeak and χpeak we can com-
bine Eqs. (35) and (36) valid at large values of x along with

In the presence of a non-zero
fermion bilinear condensate we expect �2 ⇠ L3.
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FIG. 5: Plots of R1 as a function of U for various lattice sizes
showing peaks. The values of the peaks R1,p and their loca-
tions U1,p are also marked. These are determined by approx-
imating the function to be a quadratic near the maximum.

the entire data set. Two of these fits are shown in the left
plot of Fig. 6. Using these fits and including various sys-
tematic errors we estimate ⌘ = 1.05(5). Combining this
result with that of Table I, we constrain Uc = 0.943(2).
Using this result along with our data for Ua,p and its
expected scaling form we can again perform combined
fits to obtain ⌫. One such fit is shown in the right plot
of Fig. 6. Using these fits we estimate ⌫ = 1.30(7). In
Fig. 7 we verify if our large lattice data falls on a sin-
gle universal scaling function when we fix Uc = 0.943,
⌘ = 1.05 and ⌫ = 1.30. The fact that the data falls on
a single curve gives us confidence that this is indeed the
case. However, we must note that if we allow for scaling
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FIG. 7: Evidence for universal scaling in our large lattice data
with Uc = 0.943, ⌘ = 1.08, and ⌫ = 1.30. Our data may also
be consistent with Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1, and ⌫ = 1 expected
from large N analysis (shown in the inset), but only after
including corrections to scaling.

corrections to be present in our fits we cannot rule out
Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1.0 and ⌫ = 1.0 as expected from large
N four-fermion models [35]. The universal scaling with
these exponents is shown in the inset of Fig. 7.

To summarize, we have established the existence of
a three dimensional exotic second order phase transi-
tion between a massless and a massive fermion phase,
both of which have the same lattice symmetries. Such a
transition implies that fermion mass generation can be a
dynamical phenomenon not necessarily driven by spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. Such transitions may also
exist in four space-time dimensions.
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is whether there is a single transition between the two
phases or is there an intermediate phase where some of
the lattice symmetries are broken. Previous studies in
four space-time dimensions do seem to find such an in-
termediate phase. Here we present clear evidence from
large lattices for a single second order transition between
the two phases in three space-time dimensions and esti-
mate the critical exponents at the transition.

We perform calculations using the fermion bag ap-
proach [27] where the problem is converted into a sta-
tistical mechanics of monomer configurations [n], defined
through a binary lattice field nx = 0, 1 which denotes the
absence or presence of a monomer at the site x respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows an illustration of a monomer con-
figuration on a two dimensional lattice. Each monomer
represents a four-fermion interaction and free fermions
hop on sites that do not contain monomers. The fermion
bag approach also gives a very intuitive picture of the un-
derlying physics: At small couplings the monomer den-
sity is small and fermions are essentially free, while at
strong couplings the lattice is filled with monomers with
very few empty sites for free fermions to hop making
them massive. Details of our computational approach,
including algorithms that we use can be found in [29].

In our earlier work we presented evidence for a sin-
gle continuous phase transition between the massless
and the massive phases up to lattice sizes of L = 28.
The main result is summarized in Fig. 3 where we plot
the monomer density ⇢m = U

P
xh x,1 x,2 x,3 x,4i/L3

and one of the fermion bilinear susceptibilities �1 =P
xh 0,1 0,2 x,1 x,2i, as a function of U for various val-

ues of L. The behavior of these observables is consistent
with a single phase transition around U ⇡ 1. Most im-
portantly, the bilinear susceptibility never increases like
L3 showing the absence of any local fermion bilinear con-
densate for all values of U . Recently it was also confirmed
that other discrete lattice symmetries, like the shift sym-
metry, also remain unbroken for all values of U [30].

We now have results from much larger lattices (up to
L = 60) that further confirm a single second order tran-
sition. We can also roughly estimate the critical expo-
nents if we assume the absence of corrections to scal-
ing on lattices above L = 36. Here we focus on the
two independent bosonic correlation functions C1(0, x) =
h 0,1 0,2 x,1 x,2i and C2(0, x) = h 0,1 0,2 x,3 x,4i

where x is varied along the time direction. Near the criti-
cal point both these correlation functions are comparable
to each other, while C2(0, x) vanishes at U = 0. For the
purpose of comparing di↵erent lattice sizes, we extract
the correlation ratios R1 = C1(0,

L
2 � 1)/C1(0, 1) and

R2 = C2(0,
L
2 )/C2(0, 0) as a function of L. For large L,

these ratios are expected to scale as 1/L4 in the massless
phase, as 1/L1+⌘ at the critical point and as exp(�mL)
in the massive phase. Here ⌘ is one of the standard criti-
cal exponents. Our data is consistent with this behavior
for L � 32. In table I we show the combined fit results

FIG. 3: Plots of ⇢m and �1 as a function of U for various
values of L. The susceptibility shows a peak and the average
monomer density shows a sharp rise at the phase boundary
(U ⇠ 1).

U ⌘ �2 U ⌘ �2

/DOF /DOF
0.000 3 – 0.850 2.34(4) 2.5
0.920 1.64(5) 4.6 0.930 1.44(3) 1.9
0.940 1.22(2) 1.0 0.945 1.00(2) 0.7
0.950 0.77(2) 1.1 0.960 0.63(5) 6.4

TABLE I: Fit results obtained by fitting both R1 and R2 to
the form 1/L1+⌘ for various values of U . For small U we
approach ⌘ ⇡ 3 consistent with the free theory, while in the
critical region 0.93 < U < 0.96 we again find good fits with a
di↵erent ⌘.

of our data to the form 1/L1+⌘ near the critical region.
As an illustration of the goodness of our fits, in Fig. 4
we plot R1 as a function of L along with the fits. Based
on this we estimate that the critical point is somewhere
in the region 0.930 < U < 0.96. For U � 0.96 a single
power law no longer fits the data well, but an exponential
fit begins to work well. For example, a fit to the form
R1 ⇠ exp(�0.07L) at U = 1.03 is shown in Fig. 4.

In order to locate Uc accurately, we analyzed a dif-
ferent scaling region of U where R1, R2 show a peak.
In Fig. 5 we plot the behavior of the correlation ratio
R1 as a function of the coupling U for di↵erent lat-
tices sizes [34]. We have computed the maximum val-
ues R1,p(L), R2,p(L) and their locations U1,p(L), U2,p in
the range 24  L  44. From scaling theory, we expect
Ra,p = ba/L1+⌘ and Ua,p = Uc + da/L⌫ . We find that
R1,p fits well to this expected form for 24  L  44,
while R2,p does not. However if we keep only the data
from the largest lattices for both R1,p and R2,p we can
again perform combined fits to the expected scaling form
without the need for corrections to scaling. Interestingly,
allowing a scaling correction only for R2,p allows us to fit

R1 ⇠

8
<

:

1/L4 U < Uc

1/L1+⌘ U = Uc

exp(�mL) U > Uc

Correlation Ratios
R1 = C1(0, L/2� 1)/C1(0, 1)

R2 = C2(0, L/2)/C2(0, 0)
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FIG. 5: Plots of R1 as a function of U for various lattice sizes
showing peaks. The values of the peaks R1,p and their loca-
tions U1,p are also marked. These are determined by approx-
imating the function to be a quadratic near the maximum.

the entire data set. Two of these fits are shown in the left
plot of Fig. 6. Using these fits and including various sys-
tematic errors we estimate ⌘ = 1.05(5). Combining this
result with that of Table I, we constrain Uc = 0.943(2).
Using this result along with our data for Ua,p and its
expected scaling form we can again perform combined
fits to obtain ⌫. One such fit is shown in the right plot
of Fig. 6. Using these fits we estimate ⌫ = 1.30(7). In
Fig. 7 we verify if our large lattice data falls on a sin-
gle universal scaling function when we fix Uc = 0.943,
⌘ = 1.05 and ⌫ = 1.30. The fact that the data falls on
a single curve gives us confidence that this is indeed the
case. However, we must note that if we allow for scaling
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FIG. 7: Evidence for universal scaling in our large lattice data
with Uc = 0.943, ⌘ = 1.08, and ⌫ = 1.30. Our data may also
be consistent with Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1, and ⌫ = 1 expected
from large N analysis (shown in the inset), but only after
including corrections to scaling.

corrections to be present in our fits we cannot rule out
Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1.0 and ⌫ = 1.0 as expected from large
N four-fermion models [35]. The universal scaling with
these exponents is shown in the inset of Fig. 7.

To summarize, we have established the existence of
a three dimensional exotic second order phase transi-
tion between a massless and a massive fermion phase,
both of which have the same lattice symmetries. Such a
transition implies that fermion mass generation can be a
dynamical phenomenon not necessarily driven by spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. Such transitions may also
exist in four space-time dimensions.
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imating the function to be a quadratic near the maximum.

the entire data set. Two of these fits are shown in the left
plot of Fig. 6. Using these fits and including various sys-
tematic errors we estimate ⌘ = 1.05(5). Combining this
result with that of Table I, we constrain Uc = 0.943(2).
Using this result along with our data for Ua,p and its
expected scaling form we can again perform combined
fits to obtain ⌫. One such fit is shown in the right plot
of Fig. 6. Using these fits we estimate ⌫ = 1.30(7). In
Fig. 7 we verify if our large lattice data falls on a sin-
gle universal scaling function when we fix Uc = 0.943,
⌘ = 1.05 and ⌫ = 1.30. The fact that the data falls on
a single curve gives us confidence that this is indeed the
case. However, we must note that if we allow for scaling
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FIG. 7: Evidence for universal scaling in our large lattice data
with Uc = 0.943, ⌘ = 1.08, and ⌫ = 1.30. Our data may also
be consistent with Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1, and ⌫ = 1 expected
from large N analysis (shown in the inset), but only after
including corrections to scaling.

corrections to be present in our fits we cannot rule out
Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1.0 and ⌫ = 1.0 as expected from large
N four-fermion models [35]. The universal scaling with
these exponents is shown in the inset of Fig. 7.

To summarize, we have established the existence of
a three dimensional exotic second order phase transi-
tion between a massless and a massive fermion phase,
both of which have the same lattice symmetries. Such a
transition implies that fermion mass generation can be a
dynamical phenomenon not necessarily driven by spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. Such transitions may also
exist in four space-time dimensions.
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Scaling of the Peaks of  
Correlation Ratios

Uc = 0.943(2)

⌘ = 1.05(5)

⌫ = 1.30(7)

Ra,peak = ba/L
1+⌘

Ua,peak = Uc + daL
1/⌫
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the entire data set. Two of these fits are shown in the left
plot of Fig. 6. Using these fits and including various sys-
tematic errors we estimate ⌘ = 1.05(5). Combining this
result with that of Table I, we constrain Uc = 0.943(2).
Using this result along with our data for Ua,p and its
expected scaling form we can again perform combined
fits to obtain ⌫. One such fit is shown in the right plot
of Fig. 6. Using these fits we estimate ⌫ = 1.30(7). In
Fig. 7 we verify if our large lattice data falls on a sin-
gle universal scaling function when we fix Uc = 0.943,
⌘ = 1.05 and ⌫ = 1.30. The fact that the data falls on
a single curve gives us confidence that this is indeed the
case. However, we must note that if we allow for scaling
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with Uc = 0.943, ⌘ = 1.08, and ⌫ = 1.30. Our data may also
be consistent with Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1, and ⌫ = 1 expected
from large N analysis (shown in the inset), but only after
including corrections to scaling.

corrections to be present in our fits we cannot rule out
Uc = 0.945, ⌘ = 1.0 and ⌫ = 1.0 as expected from large
N four-fermion models [35]. The universal scaling with
these exponents is shown in the inset of Fig. 7.

To summarize, we have established the existence of
a three dimensional exotic second order phase transi-
tion between a massless and a massive fermion phase,
both of which have the same lattice symmetries. Such a
transition implies that fermion mass generation can be a
dynamical phenomenon not necessarily driven by spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. Such transitions may also
exist in four space-time dimensions.
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An exotic transition, should belong to the universality 
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Results in 2D
Four-fermion couplings are marginally relevant!



Monomer Density

U is marginally relevant, 
so the critical point  = 0

free staggered fermion propagator Gfðxi; xjÞ between the
sites in the vertex configuration [21]. Thus, we obtain

Ωð½x; k$Þ ¼ ðPfðWð½x; k$ÞÞ4; ð8 Þ

which is guaranteed to be positive. Hence we can use a
Monte Carlo method to sample vertex configurations ½x; k$
distributed according to the probability distribution

PkðU; ½x; k$Þ ¼ Uk

ZðUÞ
Ωð½x; k$Þ: ð9Þ

Due to symmetries of our model, only configurations ½x; k$
with an equal number of even and odd sites have nonzero
weights. This implies that only even values of k contribute
to the expansion (6).
The partition function Z of four-fermion models, like the

one we study in our work, is a completely convergent series
in U on a finite lattice. In our model since the maximum
number of vertices that are allowed in the partition function
is L2, it is in fact a polynomial. Thus, wewish to understand
how the infrared divergences present in an asymptotically
free theory arise from this polynomial as L2 becomes
large. In order to gain some insight into the dominant terms
in the expansion we define the probability distribution
PkðUÞ ¼ zkUk=ZðUÞ, which is the sum of PkðU; ½x; k$Þ
over all vertex configurations ½x; k$ with a fixed k. In Fig. 2
we plot this probability distribution of vertices at U ¼ 0.1
for different values of L obtained using Monte Carlo
sampling. As we can see, sectors with a large number
of vertices are suppressed exponentially and the average
number of vertices is much smaller than the maximum
value kmax ¼ L2. We also discover that a more useful
quantity is the average density of vertices ρðUÞ ¼ hki=L2.
In the inset of Fig. 3 we plot the density at U ¼ 0.1 for
various lattice sizes and observe that it does not change
much as a function of L. At U ¼ 0.1, the average density is

ρ ¼ 0.0027, but this changes with U as shown in the main
plot.
It is easy to understand why the average density of

vertices approaches a constant in the thermodynamic
limit. From a statistical mechanics point of view one
expects that the partition function scales as Z ¼
expðfðUÞL2Þ in the thermodynamic limit, where fðUÞ is
the free energy density. The average density of vertices is
related to fðUÞ through the relation

ρðUÞ ¼ hki
L2

¼ ðU=L2Þð∂ lnZðUÞ=∂UÞ ¼ Uð∂fðUÞ=∂UÞ:

ð10Þ

Since fðUÞ is independent of the volume for sufficiently
large volumes, so is ρðUÞ. The connection between ZðUÞ
and fðUÞ is well known in diagrammatic perturbation
theory; the former contains contributions from discon-
nected diagrams, while the latter gets contributions only
from connected diagrams. At a fixed value of L, like
ZðUÞ we can also expand fðUÞ ¼ f2U2 þ f4U4 þ ' ' ' and
find connections between fk’s and zk’s. For example
f2 ¼ z2=L2 and f4 ¼ ðz4 − z22=2Þ=L2 and so on.
From the discussion above, we know that ZðUÞ is a

polynomial in U on a finite lattice, but this is not the case
for fðUÞ. In fact we cannot rule out the possibility that
fðUÞ will be divergent for some value of U even on a finite
lattice. If there are infrared divergences in perturbation
theory they would appear in fk in the thermodynamic limit.
In Fig. 4 we plot f2 and f4 as functions of L for our model
and see that both these coefficients are well behaved and do
not show infrared divergences. This seems to be a feature
of our current model due to its symmetries. We have not
explored higher order terms in this work. Note that even if
the fk’s contained divergences, we can still extract fðUÞ
through the integral

fðUÞ ¼
Z

U

0
ρðUÞ=U; ð11Þ
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FIG. 2. Probability distribution of vertices in the partition
function as a function of the lattice size at U ¼ 0.1 for L ¼ 32,
64 and 96. The average density of vertices ρk ¼ hki=L2 ≈ 0.00267
remains constant in all three cases.
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FIG. 3. Plot of the density of vertices ρðUÞ as a function of U.
The inset shows the density at U ¼ 0.1 as a function of L. We see
that the density of vertices remains the same as L increases.
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SMG phase for all U?



The location of the peak of the susceptibility, Up at some fixed L

these divergent contributions will be rare as compared to
finite contributions once the theory is regularized in the
infrared, cannot be easily uncovered in usual perturbation
theory.
For a quantitative analysis, instead of measuring the

conventional mass gapM, in this work we define a slightly
different mass scale Mb as follows. We first note that the
susceptibility χ1 has a peak when it is plotted as a function
of U for a fixed value of L. This behavior is clearly visible
in the right plot of Fig. 5, where χ1 is plotted as a function
of U at L ¼ 32 and 128. For a fixed L if the peak in χ1
occurs at U ¼ Up, then we define Mb ≡ L1 as the non-
perturbative mass scale generated at the coupling U ¼ Up.
Comparing the left and right plots of Fig. 5 we see that our
definition of Mb is also roughly consistent with the value
of M obtained using the value of L where χ1 begins to
saturate. We have accurately located the peaks at various
lattice sizes by fitting the data to quartic functions as shown
in Fig. 7. Table I gives the values of these peaks along with
systematic errors that arise from our fitting procedures [35].

In an asymptotically free theory we expect Mb ∼
Λ expð−β=UpÞ at leading order. Further, since χ1;p is
dimensionless it is expected to grow logarithmically in
the continuum limit. Thus, for sufficiently large values of L
we try to fit our data to the form

χ1;p ¼ α logðΛ1LÞ; Up ¼
β

logðΛ2LÞ
: ð13Þ

In Fig. 7 we show our results, which are consistent with
both these expectations. The parameters obtained from
the fit to our data are α ¼ 1.77ð4Þ, β ¼ 1.33ð4Þ, Λ1 ¼
0.20ð1Þ and Λ2 ¼ 0.88ð9Þ [35]. It is usually difficult to
match β with the results of one loop perturbation theory,
since this can require extremely large correlation lengths
[36]. On the other hand, qualitative exponential scaling of
mass gaps, as we do in the current work, can be observed
more easily with lattice sizes like the ones we study in this
work [37].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how weak coupling
Feynman diagrams can contain the information of a
nonperturbative mass gap in an asymptotically free theory.
Using a specific lattice model we first tamed the infrared
divergences in the usual perturbation theory by formulat-
ing the problem in a finite volume. We then showed that
the physics of the mass gap arises at sufficiently large
volumes when we sample Feynman diagrams containing a
finite density of interactions. The infrared divergences of
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FIG. 6. Fluctuations of χ1 in a sample of 500 vertex configu-
rations generated consecutively during Monte Carlo sampling.
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FIG. 7. (Left) Plot of χ1 as a function of U for different values of L. The locations of the peak are obtained by fitting the data to a
quartic curve are listed in Table I. (Right) Plot of Up and χ1;p as a function of L and the fits to Eq. (13).

TABLE I. Fit values for χ1;p and Up as a function of L.

L χ1;p Up L χ1;p Up

16 2.293(2) 0.492(1) 32 3.368(5) 0.398(2)
64 4.520(20) 0.330(3) 128 5.760(30) 0.283(3)
256 6.950(60) 0.242(4)
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if we can compute ρðUÞ nonperturbatively by summing
over the distribution of vertices. In our work this is
performed using the Monte Carlo method. Thus, the usual
infrared divergences in perturbation theory disappear once
this resummation is performed at every finite value of L.

IV. THE MASS GAP

In order to see how Feynman diagrams generate the mass
gap in our model, we have studied two observables that are
sensitive to the mass gap and both of them give very similar
results [35]. Here we focus on one of them, which is the
finite size susceptibility χ1 defined in (5). As we already
pointed out earlier, in the free theory χ1 diverges logarith-
mically for large values of the lattice size L (see Fig. 1).
However, if a mass gap M is generated in the fermion
bilinear channel, we expect χ1 to level off roughly around
L ∼M−1. The calculation of χ1 can also be expressed as a
sum over Feynman diagrams through the relation

χ1 ¼
X

y;k

!X

½x;k%
Γ0;yð½x; k%ÞPkðU;½x; k%Þ

"
; ð12Þ

where Γ0;yð½x; k%Þ is the ratio of two quantities. The
numerator is the sum over all Feynman diagrams with
two external sources ψa

0ψ
b
0 and ψ

b
yψa

y , the former located at
the origin and the latter at y, in addition to the configuration
of interaction vertices ½x; k% ¼ fx1; x2;…; xkg. The denom-
inator is Ωð½x; k%Þ, i.e., the sum over Feynman diagrams
without the sources. This ratio makes Γ0;yð½x; k%Þ scale like
a “connected” Feynman diagram for large volumes since a
factor that scales exponentially in the volume is canceled
between the numerator and the denominator.
In order to compute χ1 we first generate vertex configu-

rations ½x; k% with probability PkðU;½x; k%Þ. For each con-
figuration we then compute Γ0;yð½x; k%Þ by choosing two
source points, one chosen at random (which becomes the
origin) and the other at the site y. We then sum over
Γ0;yð½x; k%Þ obtained by varying y over all possible loca-
tions, while keeping the other source fixed. The value we

thus obtain is a Monte Carlo estimate of χ1 for the particular
vertex configuration generated. If χ1 contains infrared
divergences, the Monte Carlo average of our estimates
will increase indefinitely with L. At U ¼ 0 the configu-
rations ½x; k% generated are always trivial with no vertices
(i.e., k ¼ 0), and the value of χ1 does increase with L as
shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, as we discussed above,
in our model we expect χ1 to level off when L > M−1. In
the left plot of Fig. 5 we show χ1 as a function of L at
U ¼ 0.3 and 0.4. We observe that indeed χ1 begins to level
off around L ∼ 128 at U ¼ 0.3 and around L ∼ 32 at
U ¼ 0.4. The fact that it takes substantially larger lattice
sizes to level off at U ¼ 0.3 as compared to U ¼ 0.4 is an
indication thatM is decreasing rapidly. In the figure we also
plot the U ¼ 0 results for comparison.
Statistically speaking this implies that for most vertex

configurations ½x; k% the Monte Carlo estimate of Γ0;y½x; k%
begins to decay exponentially for points y far from the
origin. This implies that the infrared divergences of
perturbation theory disappear for sufficiently large lattices
when we take into account a constant density of vertices.
In other words we will need to consider large orders of
perturbation theory, especially when U is small, before a
mass gap will be observed. But what about divergences that
we know exist at even small orders of perturbation theory?
We believe these are the ones that cause the enhancement
in χ1 at small values of L (see the left part of Fig. 5) but
eventually become statistically insignificant at large values
of L. In other words they are rare and hidden in the
Monte Carlo estimate of χ1. We do see such rare fluctua-
tions in our data. For example in Fig. 6 we plot the
fluctuations in χ1 during a sample of the Monte Carlo time
history for L ¼ 64 and U ¼ 0.4. For these parameters a
mass gap has been generated and χ1 has almost saturated to
its thermodynamic value of approximately 3.7. However, as
Fig. 6 shows there are still large but rare fluctuations in χ1
that are 5 times larger than the average value. The fact that
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U ¼ Up determines the scale M0
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these divergent contributions will be rare as compared to
finite contributions once the theory is regularized in the
infrared, cannot be easily uncovered in usual perturbation
theory.
For a quantitative analysis, instead of measuring the

conventional mass gapM, in this work we define a slightly
different mass scale Mb as follows. We first note that the
susceptibility χ1 has a peak when it is plotted as a function
of U for a fixed value of L. This behavior is clearly visible
in the right plot of Fig. 5, where χ1 is plotted as a function
of U at L ¼ 32 and 128. For a fixed L if the peak in χ1
occurs at U ¼ Up, then we define Mb ≡ L1 as the non-
perturbative mass scale generated at the coupling U ¼ Up.
Comparing the left and right plots of Fig. 5 we see that our
definition of Mb is also roughly consistent with the value
of M obtained using the value of L where χ1 begins to
saturate. We have accurately located the peaks at various
lattice sizes by fitting the data to quartic functions as shown
in Fig. 7. Table I gives the values of these peaks along with
systematic errors that arise from our fitting procedures [35].

In an asymptotically free theory we expect Mb ∼
Λ expð−β=UpÞ at leading order. Further, since χ1;p is
dimensionless it is expected to grow logarithmically in
the continuum limit. Thus, for sufficiently large values of L
we try to fit our data to the form

χ1;p ¼ α logðΛ1LÞ; Up ¼
β

logðΛ2LÞ
: ð13Þ

In Fig. 7 we show our results, which are consistent with
both these expectations. The parameters obtained from
the fit to our data are α ¼ 1.77ð4Þ, β ¼ 1.33ð4Þ, Λ1 ¼
0.20ð1Þ and Λ2 ¼ 0.88ð9Þ [35]. It is usually difficult to
match β with the results of one loop perturbation theory,
since this can require extremely large correlation lengths
[36]. On the other hand, qualitative exponential scaling of
mass gaps, as we do in the current work, can be observed
more easily with lattice sizes like the ones we study in this
work [37].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how weak coupling
Feynman diagrams can contain the information of a
nonperturbative mass gap in an asymptotically free theory.
Using a specific lattice model we first tamed the infrared
divergences in the usual perturbation theory by formulat-
ing the problem in a finite volume. We then showed that
the physics of the mass gap arises at sufficiently large
volumes when we sample Feynman diagrams containing a
finite density of interactions. The infrared divergences of
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FIG. 6. Fluctuations of χ1 in a sample of 500 vertex configu-
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FIG. 7. (Left) Plot of χ1 as a function of U for different values of L. The locations of the peak are obtained by fitting the data to a
quartic curve are listed in Table I. (Right) Plot of Up and χ1;p as a function of L and the fits to Eq. (13).

TABLE I. Fit values for χ1;p and Up as a function of L.

L χ1;p Up L χ1;p Up

16 2.293(2) 0.492(1) 32 3.368(5) 0.398(2)
64 4.520(20) 0.330(3) 128 5.760(30) 0.283(3)
256 6.950(60) 0.242(4)
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Susceptibility peak scaling:



these divergent contributions will be rare as compared to
finite contributions once the theory is regularized in the
infrared, cannot be easily uncovered in usual perturbation
theory.
For a quantitative analysis, instead of measuring the

conventional mass gapM, in this work we define a slightly
different mass scale Mb as follows. We first note that the
susceptibility χ1 has a peak when it is plotted as a function
of U for a fixed value of L. This behavior is clearly visible
in the right plot of Fig. 5, where χ1 is plotted as a function
of U at L ¼ 32 and 128. For a fixed L if the peak in χ1
occurs at U ¼ Up, then we define Mb ≡ L1 as the non-
perturbative mass scale generated at the coupling U ¼ Up.
Comparing the left and right plots of Fig. 5 we see that our
definition of Mb is also roughly consistent with the value
of M obtained using the value of L where χ1 begins to
saturate. We have accurately located the peaks at various
lattice sizes by fitting the data to quartic functions as shown
in Fig. 7. Table I gives the values of these peaks along with
systematic errors that arise from our fitting procedures [35].

In an asymptotically free theory we expect Mb ∼
Λ expð−β=UpÞ at leading order. Further, since χ1;p is
dimensionless it is expected to grow logarithmically in
the continuum limit. Thus, for sufficiently large values of L
we try to fit our data to the form

χ1;p ¼ α logðΛ1LÞ; Up ¼
β

logðΛ2LÞ
: ð13Þ

In Fig. 7 we show our results, which are consistent with
both these expectations. The parameters obtained from
the fit to our data are α ¼ 1.77ð4Þ, β ¼ 1.33ð4Þ, Λ1 ¼
0.20ð1Þ and Λ2 ¼ 0.88ð9Þ [35]. It is usually difficult to
match β with the results of one loop perturbation theory,
since this can require extremely large correlation lengths
[36]. On the other hand, qualitative exponential scaling of
mass gaps, as we do in the current work, can be observed
more easily with lattice sizes like the ones we study in this
work [37].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how weak coupling
Feynman diagrams can contain the information of a
nonperturbative mass gap in an asymptotically free theory.
Using a specific lattice model we first tamed the infrared
divergences in the usual perturbation theory by formulat-
ing the problem in a finite volume. We then showed that
the physics of the mass gap arises at sufficiently large
volumes when we sample Feynman diagrams containing a
finite density of interactions. The infrared divergences of
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these divergent contributions will be rare as compared to
finite contributions once the theory is regularized in the
infrared, cannot be easily uncovered in usual perturbation
theory.
For a quantitative analysis, instead of measuring the

conventional mass gapM, in this work we define a slightly
different mass scale Mb as follows. We first note that the
susceptibility χ1 has a peak when it is plotted as a function
of U for a fixed value of L. This behavior is clearly visible
in the right plot of Fig. 5, where χ1 is plotted as a function
of U at L ¼ 32 and 128. For a fixed L if the peak in χ1
occurs at U ¼ Up, then we define Mb ≡ L1 as the non-
perturbative mass scale generated at the coupling U ¼ Up.
Comparing the left and right plots of Fig. 5 we see that our
definition of Mb is also roughly consistent with the value
of M obtained using the value of L where χ1 begins to
saturate. We have accurately located the peaks at various
lattice sizes by fitting the data to quartic functions as shown
in Fig. 7. Table I gives the values of these peaks along with
systematic errors that arise from our fitting procedures [35].

In an asymptotically free theory we expect Mb ∼
Λ expð−β=UpÞ at leading order. Further, since χ1;p is
dimensionless it is expected to grow logarithmically in
the continuum limit. Thus, for sufficiently large values of L
we try to fit our data to the form

χ1;p ¼ α logðΛ1LÞ; Up ¼
β

logðΛ2LÞ
: ð13Þ

In Fig. 7 we show our results, which are consistent with
both these expectations. The parameters obtained from
the fit to our data are α ¼ 1.77ð4Þ, β ¼ 1.33ð4Þ, Λ1 ¼
0.20ð1Þ and Λ2 ¼ 0.88ð9Þ [35]. It is usually difficult to
match β with the results of one loop perturbation theory,
since this can require extremely large correlation lengths
[36]. On the other hand, qualitative exponential scaling of
mass gaps, as we do in the current work, can be observed
more easily with lattice sizes like the ones we study in this
work [37].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how weak coupling
Feynman diagrams can contain the information of a
nonperturbative mass gap in an asymptotically free theory.
Using a specific lattice model we first tamed the infrared
divergences in the usual perturbation theory by formulat-
ing the problem in a finite volume. We then showed that
the physics of the mass gap arises at sufficiently large
volumes when we sample Feynman diagrams containing a
finite density of interactions. The infrared divergences of
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these divergent contributions will be rare as compared to
finite contributions once the theory is regularized in the
infrared, cannot be easily uncovered in usual perturbation
theory.
For a quantitative analysis, instead of measuring the

conventional mass gapM, in this work we define a slightly
different mass scale Mb as follows. We first note that the
susceptibility χ1 has a peak when it is plotted as a function
of U for a fixed value of L. This behavior is clearly visible
in the right plot of Fig. 5, where χ1 is plotted as a function
of U at L ¼ 32 and 128. For a fixed L if the peak in χ1
occurs at U ¼ Up, then we define Mb ≡ L1 as the non-
perturbative mass scale generated at the coupling U ¼ Up.
Comparing the left and right plots of Fig. 5 we see that our
definition of Mb is also roughly consistent with the value
of M obtained using the value of L where χ1 begins to
saturate. We have accurately located the peaks at various
lattice sizes by fitting the data to quartic functions as shown
in Fig. 7. Table I gives the values of these peaks along with
systematic errors that arise from our fitting procedures [35].

In an asymptotically free theory we expect Mb ∼
Λ expð−β=UpÞ at leading order. Further, since χ1;p is
dimensionless it is expected to grow logarithmically in
the continuum limit. Thus, for sufficiently large values of L
we try to fit our data to the form

χ1;p ¼ α logðΛ1LÞ; Up ¼
β

logðΛ2LÞ
: ð13Þ

In Fig. 7 we show our results, which are consistent with
both these expectations. The parameters obtained from
the fit to our data are α ¼ 1.77ð4Þ, β ¼ 1.33ð4Þ, Λ1 ¼
0.20ð1Þ and Λ2 ¼ 0.88ð9Þ [35]. It is usually difficult to
match β with the results of one loop perturbation theory,
since this can require extremely large correlation lengths
[36]. On the other hand, qualitative exponential scaling of
mass gaps, as we do in the current work, can be observed
more easily with lattice sizes like the ones we study in this
work [37].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how weak coupling
Feynman diagrams can contain the information of a
nonperturbative mass gap in an asymptotically free theory.
Using a specific lattice model we first tamed the infrared
divergences in the usual perturbation theory by formulat-
ing the problem in a finite volume. We then showed that
the physics of the mass gap arises at sufficiently large
volumes when we sample Feynman diagrams containing a
finite density of interactions. The infrared divergences of
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Our results are consistent with this expectation



Phase Diagram in 2d

Theory is asymtotically free (massive) theory.

Symmetric
Massive

U  =  0 U = ∞c



• Fermion mass generation can be a dynamical phenomena not 
connected with spontaneous symmetry breaking in lattice field 
theory.  

• This Symmetric Mass Generation (SMG) was known in lattice field 
theory, but it was assumed to be a lattice artifact. 

• SMG seems to have a continuum limit in both 2d and 3d. 

• In 2d the SMG phase is an asymptotically free. In 3D it was recently 
conjectured to be a gauge theory. You, He, Vishwanath, Xu PRX 8 011026 (2018)

• In 4d the search for the continuum limit continues.…

Conclusions


